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2. NIL

UI\IIT - I

(a) Classify Covernors in various categories,

6(D) Lrenve the relationship between Height of the Covemor and irs speed for
a proell Govemor.

l0
OR

t Define any two terms :

(i) Sansitiveness

(ii) Isochronism and stability of Govemor
(iii) Hunting of Covemor.
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UNIT.II :

2 (a) Discuss the €ffect of Ore Governor couple on a two wheeled vehicle taking

a tum. g

ryt9$ing rod
(b) Derive an expression for the angular acoeleration of the co--

of a ReciProcating engine g

OR

An aeroplane flying wlfl the speed of 200 km/lr tirms towards right and

""**". 
a quarter circle of 50 m radius' The mass of the rotary engine and

the propoller of the plane amounrs to 400 kg witfi a radius of gyration of 300

-i *" **" speed is 1500 rpm' clockwise when viewed fton the ftont'

Oo"*4" i" glt**pi" couple on the air oraft and state i,ts 
-eTeot' 

In what

*", *" ""o-*-ged 
when the. aeroplane tums towards left ? 
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UNIT . Itr .

3 (a) With the hclp of a neai sketch derive the condition for minimum no' of

teeth on wheel to avoid interference 
10

O) Shat do mean by undercutting of Gears ?

OR

3 A pinion of 32 involute teeth and 4 mm module driver a raclc The presswe

angle is 20o. the Addendum of both pinion and of the Addendurh to avoid

interference. Also find tie number of pairs of te€th in contact'
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4. (a)

o)

UNIT - IV

Erylain the working of a sliding mesh gear box.

Discuss the spe€d ratio of a compound gear train.

OR

Draw a neat skerch of sun and planet gear armngement. Using tabuldr method
derive the expression for speed ofann when sun wheel is fxed and when annular
wheel is fixed respectively.

UNIT . V

(a) Explain the effect of partial balancing in locomotives.

(b) Describe any one type of static balancing machine.

The axis of a three-cylindec afu compressor ar€ at l20o to one another and their
connecting rods are couple.d to a single crank. The length of each connecting
rod is 240 mm and the stroke is 160 mm. The reciprocating parts have a masg
of.2.4 kg per cylinder. Determine the primary an{ secondary forces ifthe engine
runs at 2000 rpm.
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